
Basic Training: Attacking - Combination Play (Give-n-Go/1-2/Wall Pass)

Team 4

Play 1 touch

Encourage the wide player 

(playing the return pass) to:

>turn and dribble back through the circle and repeat with a 

different outside player

>receive return pass (1-touch as much as possible!)  as they run by

Players compete (1 min) to 

complete the most 1-2's

Adjustments/Progressions:

1st pass should be to the front 

foot/across the body

Receiving player should 

(usually) be "side on"

1-touch return pass whenever 

possible

Equipment:

Play begins with outside 

players dribbling to center 

player for the 1-2 (much 

more traffic makes it much 

more difficult)

Coaching Points:
2 combining players must 

communicate!

Post-Session Notes

Conditions/Challenges:Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Encourage the dribbler to:
Take on the defender!

Play your teammate's front foot

Time:  30Time: 25

Time: 20

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

4v4+2 to small goals

2 team Circle Interchange 

>4v4 inside the grid with 2 "neutral" 

players on the outside

>cannot score until the outside (neutral) player has 

been played (if skill level allows, restrict neutrals to 

1-touch).

1) How do you "set up" the defender for this combination to work? (dribbler commits the defender)

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) How should the 2nd attacker (the "wall") stand? ("side on")

3) What does a 1-touch return pass prevent? (the 1st defender from recovering)

1st 10 min: give a goal for every successful 1-2/Give-n-Go. Give 3 points for a goal scored from 

a 1-2/Given-n-go

>1 team forms a 15-20 yard diameter circle (use cones if needed!)

>2nd team stands in the center of the circle - each has a ball

>central players dribble toward the space between 2 outside players

>pass to outside player when a few yards away

>alternate groups, which side/foot is played, etc
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Basic Training: Attacking - Running with the Ball (speed dribbling)

Team 4

>progress through 4v2, 4v3

>on coach's command, speed dribble to/stop at next pair of cones

>Make sure all teams are dribbling in the same direction

>Begin at a slow pace and increase as ability develops

>Change direction

Once players have become comfortable, play:

4v1 to 2 dribble-through goals

>4 attackers pass the ball until space has been created to 

dribble at speed to/through a cone goal

>If defender wins the ball, he/she passes to the coach

>if necessary, begin w/ t/ single defender WALKING

>swap defender with each repetition

>swap attacking/defending team every 2-3 minutes

encourage the player with 

the ball to:

Repetitions of speed dribbling

1) What are you looking for when you have the ball? (space/openings)

2) What foot surface is best for speed dribbling? (outside)

3) Which foot should you dribble with? (the one away from the defender)

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

Time: 25Time: 25

Time: 25

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Keep ball close in tight 

space/heavy pressure

Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

"take your space"

and "go at speed"

4v4 to cone "dribble through" goals

Place 1 team/group at each goal/pair of cones

Give each team 2 goals to score in by 

dribbling through it 

preset as many fields/goals as needed to 

accommodate all players as they arrive

1st 10 min: cannot "go to goal" until someone has made the coach yell                    "HE/SHE'S 

TAKING SPACE!"; Free play last 15, but CHEER when they do it!

Get them dribbling into/through space!

add a half-speed (cooperative) 

defender in between each set of 

cones

Adjustments/Progressions:

Larger touches to run w/ t/ ball 

in large space/light pressure

Use outside of the foot when 

possible

Use foot away from the 

defender

use opposite foot

Have teams dribble 

at/through each other

Conditions/Challenges:

Equipment: Post-Session Notes
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Basic Training: Attacking - 1v1 "Speed Moves"

Team 4

The ASA Curriculum contains 

a glossary with video links 

that will be useful if you are 

not comfortable with these 

moves

Post-Session Notes

Adjustments:

Quick fake followed by quick 

change of direction/speed

Equipment:

Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:
Initiate speed move at the proper 

distance from defender

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Encourage 1v1 atacking! Time:Time:

Time:

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:

Take them on at speed!

Use a quick fake and go by 

the defender

4v4 to small goals

Each player needs his/her own ball

create as many size appropriate 4v4 fields as needed to 

field all players (diagram shows easy 4-field setup). Get 

them playing as they arrive!

Encourage the player with the ball to:

Isolate a defender

1) What do you do when there is one player between you and the goal? (attack/run at them)

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) What is the key to getting by that single player? (attacking at SPEED!)

3) What basic moves are effective for quickly getting past a player? (Shoulder drop, scissors, etc)

1st 10 minutes: can score normal goals, but a point (goal) is also awarded for any successful use 

of a speed move to get by a player

possibe - then switch roles (repeat several times and then switch

up partners and repeat)

Demo at least 2 basic moves (regardless of age group):

>Shoulder drop/"Matthews"

>Scissors (double scissors)

Demo the proper distance from the defender to initiate the move

*Scatter as many cones as you have players

*Players begin by repeating the basic move in front of their cone

>the cone is a "defender"

*Progress to dribbling in the area and, upon coach's command, 

attack their "defender" (cone) using the stated speed move

*Progress to partners who take turn trying to beat each other to a 

cone

>give each player 1 minute to get to the cone as many times as 
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Basic Training: Defending - 1st Defender (Pressure)

Team 4

>5-10 repetions then switch roles

1st 10 min: Freeze play as needed to demo/fix a mistake or celebrate a success. >Scoring after 

beating a player 1v1 counts 2; remove this the last 15 min

>Swap which team attackes/defends after set time

>vary the order of players so not always defending same attacker

>scatter cones around the area (at last 1/2 as many as players)

>Pair players up, 1 at cone with ball, partner 10-15 yds away

>pass ball to partner, close space to apply pressure, slowly

retreat (sideways on) while partner slowly dribbles toward cone

Go live - same but dribbler tries to beat defender

>if defender wins the ball/kicks it away, play restarts

>1 min to get reps then switch roles - keep score of # of times

the defender wins, not # of times attacker gets to cone

1v1 to goal: 2 teams standing beside 2 goals

>1-2 min: Team 1 passes to team 2 and then pressures

>If defender wins the ball, play continues until a goal/ball goes out

"sideways on"

"don't stab!"

4v4 to small goals

1v1 Shadown Defending:

get them playing as they arrive and simply 

coach 1v1 defending technique

Use "key language" throughout the 

arrival game - coach ONLY defenders

"close the space"

1v1 repetitions

1) What are you trying to "put on" the player with the ball? (Pressure)

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) What are you trying to make the player with the ball do? (make a mistake and lose the ball, play it sideways or backwards)

3) How should face the attacker? (sideways on)

Time:  25Time: 25

Time: 25

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:
Primary job os the FIRST 

DEFENDER is to DELAY the 

attack/attacker

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Post-Session Notes

Adjustments:

close space quickly, but arrive 

slowly (under control)

Body should be sideways to 

the attacker - like riding a 

surfboard (no nutmegs!)
Give space back (retreat) to 

keep attacker at distance

For larger #'s or older 

players, go to 2v2

Equipment:
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Basic Training: Defending - 2nd Defender (Cover)

This session should only be used AFTER training the 1st Defender!! 

Team 4

Post-Session Notes

Adjustments:

get behind the pressuring 

defender and "tuck in" (don't 

be too wide)
Communicate to the 1st 

defender once you are in a 

covering position
Immediately pressure attacker 

if 1st defender is beaten.

Can start 1v1 or 2v1 to 

emphasize proper pressure

Equipment:

Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:
All 1st Def CP's (close space, 

arrive under control, sideways 

on, no stabbing, etc)

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Time:  25Time: 25

Time: 25

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:

1v1 to cones

get them playing quickly and coach the 

defenders (primarily the 2nd)

Use "key language" throughout the 

arrival game - coach ONLY defenders

"Pressure!" (1st Def)

1v1 repetitions

1) What are you trying to "put on" the player with the ball? (Pressure)

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) What is the 2nd defender providing for the 1st defender? (Cover)

3) Where should the 2nd defender be in relation to the 1st def? (behind and "tucked in")

>ONLY COACH THE DEFENDERS and focus on 2nd defender

>transition to next progression as quickly as possible

1st 10 min: Freeze play as needed to demo/fix a mistake or celebrate a success. >Scoring after 

beating a player 1v1 counts 2; remove this the last 15 min

>Swap which team attackes/defends after set time

>partners take turns attacking/defending (see 1st defender 

training plan if needed for details)

>may need to begin with "shadow" attacking/defending to 

reemphasize 1st defender coaching points

2v2 -- progress to 3v2
2v2 to goal: 2 teams standing beside 2 goals

>1-2 min: Team 1 passes to team 2 and then pressures

>If defenders win the ball, play continues until goal/ball goes out

"Cover him/her!" (2nd)

"tuck in!" (2nd)

4v4 to small goals
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Basic Training: Goalkeeping Fundamentals

Most appropriate for U12 and older

Team 4

*above head (required jump): raise knee for protection

Keeper's "Pele Series" (hands, not feet)

Create a grid/box with 2 teams: half of each team 

on inside playing possession, half on outside 

moving to get open for a pass.

No defending allowed on the outside. When 

passed to, outside players act as goal keepers, 

collecting the ball with their hands and then 

distributing back to their team on the inside.

*above head (w/o requiring a jump): hands at "high piano"

>10-20 repetitions of tosses to:

*face: standard catch (hands form a "W" on the top half of the ball) 

*stomach: basket catch

*feet: scoop catch, drop to single knee, or go to ground

2 Teams Train The Keeper

>2 teams play possession in the grid, trying to score on either

side of the central cone goal

>rotate players in as the keeper every few minutes

*focus on movement as the ball moves, angles, etc.

Static stretching MUST INCLUDE arms and 

shoulders in addition to the standard lower 

body  routine

Inside/Outside Possession Game

Time: 20

Time: 30

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:Phase 1: Warm Up Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:
eyes remain on the ball at ALL 

times

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Time:  25

Adjustments:

Catch "top half" of the ball, not 

the "back half" or sides

Equipment:

>create a cone goal in the center of the grid

Rotate keepers as much as desired/needed - can focus on distribution/communication. 

End with a Penalty Kick competition

Swap inside/outside players at least 

twice - build in stretching between 

transitions

Phase 2: Practice - Technical training/repetitions

Pairs of players 5 yards apart - one provides service (quality tosses 

of the ball) while the other works on technique; swap

Post-Session Notes
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Basic Training: Possession - Passing
Identical to "Receving" session but with different coaching points

Team 4

Adjustments:

Minimize touches so that the 

ball can do the work

Pass firmly but not too hard 

("proper weight")

Equipment:

Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Keep the ball by keeping it moving!

Post-Session Notes

Time: 30Time: 25

Time: 20

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:

 "Let the ball do the work"

"Put the proper 'weight' on the pass"

>work through PASSING with both feet

>turn competitive: first to x passes w/o touching a cone

Progression:

>which partners can pass through the most in 60 seconds?

basic passing technique: toe 

up, ankle locked, plant foot 

pointed at target, strike with 

instep, follow through to 

target

Scatter cones in pairs to create at least 1 "gate" for every 2 

players

>partners stand opposite each other and pass (2-touch) back and 

forth through the gate

>partners pass through 1 gate then must sprint to a different one 

and pass through

First 10 minutes: Every 5 passes (or whatever # is reasonably challenging) w/o losing possession = 1 goal 

(along with regular goals); Once a team reaches 5 passes, they must get 6 (and so on) for it to count as a goal

Encourage the team that has 

the ball to:

2 teams - Inside/Outside Possession

Gate Passing - from technique to competition

Create a grid/box with 2 teams: half of each team 

on inside playing possession, half on outside 

moving to get open for a pass.

No defending allowed on the outside. When 

passed to, first touch takes him/her into the field 

as they swap with the player who passed it.

All players inside and out should be moving to 

space when their team has the ball so they can 

receive it. 

1) What should the player you are passing to have? (space/time)

Guiding Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them 

during the second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) Which foot (or side of the player) should you pass to? (far foot, away from pressure)

3) What is worse: a pass that is too hard or too soft? (your call, but for me it is too soft)
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Basic Training: Possession - Receiving (or 1st touch)
Identical to "Passing" session but with different coaching points

Team 4

Basic receiving technique: 

toe up, ankle locked, 

receive with instep.

Scatter cones in pairs to create at least 1 "gate" for every 2 

players

>partners stand opposite each other and pass (2-touch) back and 

forth through the gate

>partners pass through 1 gate then must sprint to a different one 

and pass through

First 10 minutes: Every 5 passes (or whatever # is reasonably challenging) w/o losing possession = 1 goal 

(along with regular goals); Once a team reaches 5 passes, they must get 6 (and so on) for it to count as a goal

Encourage the team that has 

the ball to:

2 teams - Inside/Outside Possession

Gate Passing - from technique to competition

Create a grid/box with 2 teams: half of each team 

on inside playing possession, half on outside 

moving to get open for a pass.

No defending allowed on the outside. When 

passed to, first touch takes him/her into the field 

as they swap with the player who passed it.

All players inside and out should be moving to 

space when their team has the ball so they can 

receive it. 

1) What should the player you are passing to have? (space/time)

Guiding Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them 

during the second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) Which foot (or side of the player) should you pass to? (far foot, away from pressure)

3) What is worse: a pass that is too hard or too soft? (your call, but for me it is too soft)

>work through RECEIVING with both feet

Progression:

>which partners can pass through the most in 60 seconds?

"Put the proper 'weight' on the pass"

 "Let the ball do the work"

Time: 30Time: 25

Time: 20

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Keep the ball by keeping it moving!

Post-Session Notes

>turn competitive: first to x of 2 TOUCH passes w/o touching a 

cone…

If instep is mastered, use 

other surfaces

Adjustments:

First touch "takes" the ball 

away from pressure

Don't let it get "stuck under 

your feet"

receive/pass with same foot

receive/pass with opposite 

feet

Equipment:
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Basic Training: Possession - Support

Team 4

Add touch max/min #

allow players to exchange 

which sides of the grid during 

play

1st 10 min: all players must touch the ball before a team can score; when they lose possession, 

all must touch it again before going to goal.

*See ASA curriculum glossary for Rondo diagram/explanation

>use 4 cones to create an age/skill appropriate square

>players create (short) lines at each cone (use multiple squares

if large # of players)

>pass to the next player/cone and follow your pass (support!)

Progression: 4v1 Rondo*
>4 players moving between the cones instead of standing at them

>1 competitive defender in the middle (trying to win the ball)

>players move the ball to each other around the square and 

constantly move (between their cones) to support the player

with the ball

Move to "Support" the 

player with the ball

Keep (or Find) your "shape"!

>change direction; work on week foot, etc. Then you can add a 

"passive (cooperative) defender" in the middle and repeat

Set up a grid appropriate for age/# of players

"Perfect Passing Square" (Diamond)

Create a grid/box with 2 teams: half of each team 

on inside playing possession, half on outside 

moving to get open for a pass.

No defending allowed on the outside. When 

passed to, first touch takes him/her into the field 

as they swap with the player who passed it.

Encourage the team that has 

the ball to:

1) What is the most basic shape in soccer? (triangle)

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) What passing options should the player with the ball have? (left, right, split, drop)

3) How much (percentage of) time do you spend withouth the ball (>90%...so move to support!) 

Time:  25Time: 25

Time: 25

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Arrival Game setup

Conditions/Challenges:Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:
Open your body to the player 

with the ball

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Inside-Out Possession Game

Post-Session Notes

Adjustments:

Move quickly to provide as 

many support options as 

possible 
communicate constantly what 

options are available

Equipment:
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Training Topic: 

Team 4

Key Idea/Terminology:

Key Idea/Terminology:

Key Idea/Terminology:

1) 

Guiding Questions: ask these during the water break at 10-15 min into the session.                             They try to answer them during the 

second water break (transition to Phase 2)

2) 

3) 

Time: Time: 

Time: 

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3

Field Layout

Conditions/Challenges:Phase 1: Play

Phase 2: Practice

Phase 3: Play

Coaching Points:

Phase 1 & 2 Teams/GroupingsArrival Game:

Post-Session Notes

Adjustments/Progressions:

Equipment:
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